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“. .  . education is not an affair of “telling” and being told, 
but an active construction process. . . . Its enactment in 
practice requires that the school environment be equipped 
with agencies for doing. 

 

(John Dewey, 1916, Democracy and Education) 















BAC’s Extended Campus 











 



7 Key Attributes  
 and Practices to 

Support Competency-
Based Learning 



I. Students Assume Responsibility for their Own Learning 
through Self-Discovery 
 



Students will come to 

understand that they 

need certain information 

in order to do their jobs 

well. 

 
Roger Schank, “What We Learn 

When We Learn by Doing” 

II. Natural Learning Means Learning on an “As Needed Basis.” 



III. Indexing and Naming Experiences Leads to Better ‘Reminding’ 

• Indexing enhances long 

term recall and the 

repurposing of learning 

 

• Prior experience that 

helps us understand 

the current situation.  



IV. Emphasize 3 Critical Learning Processes: 
Communication, Human Relations and Reasoning 

• Learning your role 

• Getting along with 

other team members 

• Reasoning about the 

complex domain 

• Communicating 

results 

 

 



• Guide students to 

shape meaningful 

experiences.  

• Frame questions to 

guide independence 

V. The Role of the Teacher is to be an Exposer of 

Knowledge 

• Curiosity comes from 

trying things out, from 

failing on occasion, 

from explaining why, 

and from trying again.  

 



VI. Chronicle Growth and 

Mastery with 

Incremental Evidence 

of Understanding and 

Achievement 
 

McTighe and O’Connor, Seven Practices 

for Effective Learning 



We need not ask our 

students to recount exactly 

what they learned unless we 

are seriously interested in 

what learning is all about. 

 
Roger Schank 

VII. Distinguish Knowing from Doing 



David Kolb’s Model of Experiential 
Learning 

Four elements that promote 
a  ‘Spriral of Learning:’ 

1. Concrete experience 

2. Observation and 
reflection  

3. Form abstract concepts 
based upon reflection 

4. Test new concepts 

 

      REPEAT     

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weatherhead_School_of_Management
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The Pathway to Effective Concurrent 

Applied Learning 
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Before becoming immersed in concurrent employment at the BAC, students must fulfill a curricular sequence of

two core foundation-year classes: City Lab and Community Practice. These practice-based courses aim to scaffold

professional and personal development in areas related to design thinking, critical problem-solving,

communication, and collaboration skills through applied learning.

Semester 1: City Lab Intensive

City Lab Intensive is a four-day immersive experience that starts on a students' first day at the BAC. During the

Intensive, all incoming graduate and undergraduate students engage in a series of field-based exercises centered

on the exploration of systems, structures, places, and populations that make up the city of Boston.

Interdisciplinary student teams are taught by a range of experienced instructors and design practitiners.

Home /  Education Programs /  Practice Department / 

PRACTICE CURRICULUM
FOUNDATIONS OF APPLIED LEARNING

    Applied Learning at the BAC 

 

• During foundation year, students 

complete two core foundation 

courses in Practice:  CityLab 

Intensive and Community 

Practice. 

 

• These practice-based courses 

aim to scaffold professional and 

personal development in areas 

related to design thinking, 

critical problem-solving, 

communication, and 

collaboration skills through 

applied learning.   



CityLab Intensive: Introducing Applied 

Learning Outside the Classroom 

CityLab Intensive 

 

A four-day immersive 

orientation experience for 

incoming students to 

explore systems, 

structures, places, and 

populations that define 

the City of Boston. 
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The City as a Vibrant  

Learning Laboratory 



Developing Competency-Based  
Aspirational Goals 

   
AAC&U’s VALUE Rubrics 

 
• Intellectual and Practical Skills 
• Personal and Social Responsibility 
• Integrative and Applied Learning 



Community Practice  -- Preparing for ‘Concurrent 

Learning’ 
• Inquiry and Analysis 

• Critical Thinking 

• Creative Thinking 

• Oral Communication 

• Teamwork 

• Problem Solving 

• Civic Engagement 

• Ethical Reasoning 

• Global Learning 



Community Practice 

95% of what we teach to someone else is retained. 





Learning the 

“Scripts” of Civic 

Engagement 





Quality Design Shapes Communities 



 
Portfolios Gauge Learning and Stimulate 

Reflection 



Portfolios Guide Students to Uncover their 

own Learning 

 

• Identify the value of what is known 

• Document/track the pace of learning 

• Establish a set of attainable goals 

• Gauge the effectiveness of instruction 

• Coach & introduce reflective inquiry 

• Mirror the Continuum of Learning 

• New information and Experience Change 

Perception and Understanding.  

• Time Stamp Progress 

  

When there are "doing devices" available, 

it is easier to implement learning by doing. 

Roger Schank 



• As learning 

tools, portfolios 

are not 

precious, 
polished and 
pristine.  

• They do need to 
have sufficient 
detail to promote 
a meaningful 
conversation. 



Practice Assessment and Student Learning 

Contract: Indexing, Naming leading to better 

Reminding 



I still find it remarkable 
that I was able to 
participate with this 
level of engagement 
with a multi-faceted and 
fascinating project 
within my first semester 
at the BAC. 

Anastasia Lyons, BAC 2014 grad 



Students need to be 

responsible for shaping their 
own learning. 









SARAH BOISSELLE
MASTER OF INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

WINCHESTER LOFTS

DIMELLA SHAFFER

“Four and a half years ago I took a leap of faith. I 

knew then what I know now.  I yearn for a career 

that affords me the opportunity to utilize design in 

order to empower community and create healthy 

environments for people to thrive. I believe a good 

designer is defined by their willingness to make 

thoughtful and qualified design decisions while 

efficiently adapting to constructive criticism. To do 

so, I remain open to education,  whether it be at 

school, through my mentors at work, and even my 

peers. I’ve surrounded myself with professionals who 

have a like-minded passion for the industry, and 

believe that some of my greatest successes have 

come through collaboration.

“Sarah was initially a part-time administrative 

assistant and part-time interior design assistant. She 

proved to be such a valuable asset to the project 

teams she helped  that she was soon elevated to a 

full-time interiors intern. Sarah also unexpectedly 

been a terrific asset in Marketing initiatives.”  

[DiMella Shaffer]



ELIZABETH KNOTT
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE CULTURAL ASSETS

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

“My biggest accomplishment in terms of learning and 

growth since my last assessment is that I have begun 

to receive recognition for my skills as a designer and 

have been sought out by the three entities with 

which I now work. Having viewed my enhanced skills 

and abilities as an added value to the projects that 

they are working on, I am thrilled to be working for  

three very different design initiatives, learning 

distinct applications of design theory and application  

across dramatically different fields. I believe one of 

the greatest area of growth is in regards to 

conducting zoning and conservation research, 

packing CD sets and doing even more schematic 

design beyond early conceptual design.

“Libby is one of three Lead Gardeners for Parterre’s 

Chatham Office As a Lead Gardner, she is 

responsible for coordinating and carrying out 

comprehensive and often complex garden 

installations, maintenance and troubleshooting at 

client properties.”  [Parterre Garden Service, Inc.]



The introduction of Practice 

examiners as adjunct 

instructors enables 

standardized and calibrated 

review of portfolio evidence 

and student performance 





When considering the use of reflective portfolios, remember 
that students appreciate: 
 

• A very structured approach (template) when they first start out, but as they become more 
comfortable with the concepts and the use of more sophisticate software, they tend to want more 
control over look and feel; 

• Provide initial samples of portfolios, e-portfolios and reflective sketchbooks required; 

• Clear expectations and criteria for the tasks; 

• Integration of portfolio and reflective sketchbooks to help them see their assessment tasks as 
value-added exercises, rather than just another assignment to complete; and 

• Recognition of the amount of time and detail required by portfolio and reflective sketchbooks. 
Portfolio development, in particular, may take a considerable amount of time and students 
appreciate this being recognized in the time allocated for the task and the awarding of the final 
grade. 

 

Harris, K-L, K., Gleeson, D., Peat, M., Taylor, C. & Garnett, R. (2007) Enhancing Assessment in the Biological Sciences: Ideas and resources 
for university educators. Available at: www.bioassess.edu.au  

 

http://www.bioassess.edu.au/


Thank You 


